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Abstract. Common-sense reasoning is concerned with simulating cog-
nitive human ability to make presumptions about the type and essence of
ordinary situations encountered every day. The most popular way to rep-
resent common-sense knowledge is in the form of a semantic graph. Such
type of knowledge, however, is known to be rather extensive: the more
concepts added in the graph, the harder and slower it becomes to apply
standard graph-mining techniques. In this work, we propose a new fast
subgraph matching approach to overcome these issues. Subgraph match-
ing is the task of finding all matches of a query graph in a large data
graph, which is known to be a non-deterministic polynomial time (NP)-
complete problem. Many algorithms have been previously proposed to
solve this problem using Central Processing Units (CPUs). In this paper,
we present a new Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)-friendly method for
common-sense subgraph matching, termed GpSense, which is designed
for scalable massively-parallel architectures, to enable next-generation
Big Data sentiment analysis and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
applications. We show that GpSense outperforms state-of-the-art algo-
rithms and efficiently answers subgraph queries on large common-sense
graphs.
1 Introduction
Communication is one of the most important aspects of human cognitive capabil-
ities. Effective communication always has a cost in terms of energy and time, due
to information needing to be encoded, transmitted, and decoded, and sometimes
such factors can be critical to human life. This is why people normally only pro-
vide useful information when communicating, and take the rest for granted. This
‘taken for granted’ information is termed ‘common-sense’ knowledge – obvious
things people know and usually leave unstated.
Common-sense is not the kind of knowledge we can find in Wikipedia, but
comprises all the basic relationships among words, concepts, phrases, and thoughts
that allow people to communicate with each other and face everyday life prob-
lems. It is a kind of knowledge that sounds obvious and natural to us, but it is
actually daedal and multi-faceted. The illusion of simplicity comes from the fact
that, as each new group of skills matures, we build more layers on top and tend
to forget about previous layers.
Common-sense, in fact, is not a simple thing, rather it should be considered
a cognitive repository of practical ideas, with multitudes of life-learned rules and
exceptions, dispositions and tendencies, balances and checks [18].
Common-sense computing [4] has been applied to many branches of artificial
intelligence, e.g., personality detection [21], handwritten text recognition [29],
and social data analysis [7]. In the context of sentic computing [3], in particular,
common-sense is represented as a semantic network of natural language concepts
interconnected by semantic relations. Besides the methodological problem of
relevance (selection of relevant nodes during spreading activation), this kind
of representation presents two major implementation issues: performance and
scalability, both due to the many new nodes, or natural language concepts learnt
through crowdsourcing [6], continuously integrating into the graph. These issues
are also crucial problems of querying and reasoning over large-scale common-
sense knowledge bases (KBs).
The core function of common-sense reasoning is subgraph matching which
is defined as, finding all the matches of a query graph in a database graph.
Subgraph matching is usually a bottleneck for the overall performance as it in-
volves subgraph isomorphism which is known as an NP-complete problem [8].
Previous methods for subgraph matching are backtracking algorithms [27, 9, 10,
13], with novel techniques for filtering candidates sets and re-arranging visit
order. These algorithms, however, are designed to work only in small-graph set-
tings. The number of candidates grows significantly in medium-to-large-scale
graphs, resulting in an exorbitant number of costly verification operations. Sev-
eral indexing techniques have also been proposed for faster computation [30, 31];
however, the enormous index size makes them impractical for large data graphs
[25]. Distributed computing methods [1, 25] have been introduced to deal with
large graphs by utilizing parallelism, yet there remains the open problem of high
communication costs between the participating machines.
Recently, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have become popular comput-
ing devices owing to their massive parallel execution power. Fundamental graph
algorithms including breadth-first search [11, 14, 17], shortest path [11, 16], and
minimum spanning tree [28] on large-scale graphs can be efficiently implemented
on GPUs. The previous backtracking methods for subgraph matching, however,
cannot be straightforwardly applied to GPUs due to their inefficient use of GPU
memories and SIMD-optimized GPU multi-processors [15].
In this paper, we propose GpSense, an efficient and scalable method for
common-sense reasoning and querying via subgraph matching. GpSense is based
on a filtering-and-joining strategy which is designed for the massively parallel
architecture of GPUs. In order to optimize the performance in depth, we utilize
a series of optimization techniques which contribute towards increasing GPU oc-
cupancy, reducing workload imbalances and in particular speeding up subgraph
matching on common-sense graphs.
Many conmon-sense knowledge graphs, however, contain millions to billions
of nodes and edges. These huge graphs cannot be stored on the memory of a
single GPU device. We may thus have to use main memory and even hard-
disk, if necessary, as the main storage of the knowledge graphs. To address the
issue, we propose a multiple-level graph compression technique to reduce graph
sizes while preserving all subgraph matching results. The graph compression
method converts the data graph to a weighted graph which is small enough to
be maintained in GPU memory. We then present a complete GpSense solution
which exploits the weighted graph to solve subgraph matching problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces background
to the subgraph matching problem and related definitions; Section 3 discusses
how to transform common-sense KBs to directed graphs; Section 4 gives an
overview of the filtering-and-joining approach to solve the subgraph matching
problem on GPUs; In section 5, we discuss our graph representation and graph
compression method; Section 6 presents the complete GpSense algorithm in de-
tail; Section 7 shows the results of comparative performance evaluations; finally,
Section 8 summarizes and concludes the paper.
2 Preliminaries
This section outlines the formal problem statement and introduces the funda-
mental definitions used in this paper.
2.1 Problem Definition
A graph G is defined as a 4-tuple (V, E, L, l), where V is the set of nodes, E
is the set of edges, L is the set of labels and l is a labeling function that maps
each node or edge to a label in L. We define the size of a graph G is the number
of edges, size(G) =|E|.
Definition 1 (Subgraph Isomorphism). A graph G = (V, E, L, l) is sub-
graph isomorphic to another graph G’ = (V’, E’, L’, l’), denoted as G ⊆ G’, if
there is an injective function (or a match) f: V → V’, such that ∀ (u, v) ∈ E,
(f(u), f(v)) ∈ E’, l(u) = l’(f(u)), l(v) = l’(f(v)), and l(u, v) = l(f(u),f(v)).
A graph G is called a subgraph of another graph G (or G is a supergraph
of G), denoted as G ⊆ G′ (or G′ ⊇ G), if there exists a subgraph isomorphism
from G to G′a.
Definition 2 (Subgraph Matching). Given a small query graph Q and a
large data graph G, subgraph matching problem is to find all subgraph isomor-
phisms of Q in G.
Next, we explain some basic concepts used in the paper such as matches of
a query node, adjacency lists and candidates set of a node.
Definition 3 (Candidate Node). Given a query graph Q = (V,E,L, l) and a
data graph G = (V ′, E′, L′, l′), a node v ∈ V ′ is called a candidate or match of
a node u ∈ V if l(u) = l′(v), degree(u) ≤ degree(v) where degree(u), degree(v)
are the number of nodes connected to edges starting node u and v respectively.
The set of candidates of u is called candidates set of u, denoted as C(u).
An adjacency list of a node u in a graph G is a set of nodes which are the
destinations of edges starting from u, denoted as adj(u).
2.2 Subgraph Matching Algorithms
Most state-of-the-art subgraph matching algorithms are based on backtracking
strategies, which find matches by either forming partial solutions incrementally,
or pruning them if they cannot produce the final results, as discussed in the
works of Ullman [27], VF2 [9], QuickSI [24], GADDI [30], GraphQL [13] and
SPath [31]. One open issue in these methods is the selection of matching order
(or visit order). To address this issue, TurboISO [10] introduces strategies of
candidate region exploration and combine-and-permute to compute a good visit
order, which makes the matching process efficient and robust.
To deal with large graphs, Sun et al. [25] recently introduced a parallel and
distributed algorithm (which we call STW in this paper), in which they decom-
pose the query graphs into 2-level trees, and apply graph exploration and a joint
strategy to obtain solutions in a parallel manner over a distributed memory
cloud. Unlike STW, our method uses GPUs to preserve the advantages of paral-
lelism during computation, while simultaneously avoiding high communication
costs between participating machines.
2.3 Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
In our study, we adopt GPUs and Nvidia CUDA as our development platform.
A GPU is connected to a CPU through a high speed IO bus slot, typically a
PCI-Express in current high performance systems. The current PCI-Express v4
is over 30 GB/sec. Each GPU has its own device memory, called global memory,
up to several gigabytes in current configurations. A GPU consists of a number
of stream multiprocessors (SMs), each of which executes in parallel with the
others. Each SM has multiple stream processors (SPs) for parallel execution.
The stream processors in a multiprocessor execute in SIMT (Single Instruction,
Multiple Thread) fashion in which stream processors in the one SM execute the
same instruction at the same time. There is also a small data cache attached to
each multiprocessor, called shared memory. Shared memory can be accessed by
all threads in a SM. This is a low-latency, high-bandwidth, indexable memory
which runs at register speeds.
A program running on the GPU is called a kernel, which consists of many
thread blocks (groups of threads). Thread blocks are assigned on a stream mul-
tiprocessor for parallel execution. Each thread of a thread block is processed on
a stream processor in the SM. Since SPs are grouped to share a single instruc-
tion unit, threads mapped on these SPs execute the same instruction each cycle,
but on different data (i.e., Single Instruction Multiple Data, or SIMD). Once a
thread block is assigned to a stream multiprocessor, it is further divided into
32-thread units called warps. A warp is the unit of thread scheduling in SMs.
When the threads in a warp issue a device memory operation, the instruction is
very slow, usually taking up hundreds of clock cycles, due to the long memory la-
tency. GPUs tolerate memory latency by using a high degree of multi-threading.
When one warp stalls on a memory operation, the multiprocessor selects another
active warp and switches to one with little overhead.
To best support graphics processors for general purpose computation, several
GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on GPUs) languages such as NVIDIA
CUDA 1 are available for developers to write programs on GPUs easily. CUDA
interface uses standard C code with parallel programming features.
3 Common-sense as a Graph
In this section, we discuss how a common-sense KB can be naturally repre-
sented as a graph and how such a KB can be directly transformed to a graph
representation.
3.1 Common-sense Knowledge Graph
Instead of formalizing common-sense reasoning using mathematical logic [19],
some recent common-sense KBs, e.g., SenticNet [5], represent data in the form
of a semantic network and make it available for use in natural language process-
ing (NLP) applications. In particular, the collected pieces of knowledge are inte-
grated in the semantic network as triples, using the format: < concept-relation-
concept >. By considering triples as directed labeled edges, the KB naturally
becomes a directed graph. Figure 1 shows a semantic graph representation for
part of a common-sense knowledge graph.
Fig. 1. Common-sense knowledge graph
3.2 Common-sense Graph Transformation
This subsection describes how to directly transform a common-sense KB to a
directed graph. The simplest way for transformation is to convert the KB to a
1 https://developer.nvidia.com/what-cuda
flat graph using direct transformation. This method maps concepts to node IDs,
and relations to labels of edges. Note the obtained graph contains no node labels
as each node is mapped to a unique ID. Table 1 and 2 show the mapping from
concepts and relations of the common-sense KB in Figure 1 to node IDs and
edge labels. The transformed graph from the KB is depicted in Figure 2.
Concept Node ID
Adult v0
Male v1
Man v2
Restaurant v3
Person v4
Animal v5
Cake v6
Chocolate v7
Sweet v8
Bull v9
House v10
Glass v11
Table 1. Node Mapping Table
Relation Edge Label
IsA r0
Rises r1
AtLocation r2
Desires r3
Eats r4
HasProperty r5
Table 2. Edge Label Mapping Table
Fig. 2. Direct transform of common-sense KB
In the general subgraph matching problem, all nodes of a query graph q are
variables. In order to produce the subgraph isomorphisms of q in a large data
graph g, we must find the matches of all query nodes. Unlike the general problem,
query graphs in common-sense querying and reasoning tasks contain two types
of nodes: concept nodes and variable nodes.
A concept node can only be mapped to one node ID in the data graphs while
a variable node may have many node candidates. Similarly, query edges are also
categorized into variable and labeled edges. Figure 3 illustrates the conversion
of a common-sense query to a directed query graph.
In the sample query transformation, the query concepts Person and Glass
correspond to two data nodes with IDs of v4 and v11. The relation Eats is
mapped to the edge label r4. The query graph also contains 2 variable edges:
?x, ?y and 2 variable nodes: ?a, ?b. The direct transformation is a simple and
common approach to naturally convert a semantic network to a directed graph.
(a) Common-sense query (b) Transformed query
Fig. 3. Direct transformation of common-sense query
4 GPU-based Subgraph Matching
In this subsection, we introduce a parallel approach to solve the subgraph match-
ing problem on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs). Before
describing the algorithm in detail, we explain how a data graph is represented
in memory. In order to support graph query answering on GPUs, we use two
arrays to represent a graph G = (V,E): nodes array and edges array. The edges
array stores the adjacency lists of all nodes in V , from the first node to the last.
The nodes array stores the start indexes of the adjacency lists, where the i-th
element of the nodes array has the start index of the adjacency list of the i-th
node in V . These arrays have been used in previous GPU-based algorithms [11,
14, 17]. Two additional arrays with the lengths of |V | and |E| are used to stored
the labels of nodes and edges.
Fig. 4. Graph representation of the data graph in Figure 2
Based on the above graph structure, we propose a simple and efficient sub-
graph matching algorithm. The approach is based on a filtering-and-joining
strategy which is specially designed for massively parallel computing architec-
tures of modern GPUs [26]. The main routine of the GPU-based method is
depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: GPUSubgraphMatching ( q(V, E, L), g(V’, E’, L’) )
Input: query graph q, data graph g
Output: all matches of q in g
1 P := generate query plan(q, g);
2 forall the node u ∈ P do
3 if u is not filtered then
4 c set(u) := identify node candidates(u, g);
5 c array(u) := collect edge candidates(c set(u));
6 c set := filter neighbor candidates(c array(u), q, g);
7 refine node candidates(c set, q, g);
8 forall the edge e (u,v) ∈ E do
9 EC(e) := collect edge candidates(e, c set, q, g);
10 M := combine edge candidates(EC, q, g);
11 return M
The inputs of the algorithm are a query graph q and a data graph g. The
output is a set of subgraph isomorphisms (or matches) of q in g. In the method,
we present a match as a list of pairs of a query node and its mapped data node.
Our solution is the collection M of such lists. Based on the input graphs, we
first generate a query plan for the subgraph matching task (Line 1). The query
plan contains the order of query nodes which will be processed in the next steps.
The query plan generation is the only step that runs on the CPU. The main
procedure will then be executed in two phases: filtering phase (Line 2-7) and
joining phase (Line 8-10). In the filtering phase, we filter out node candidates
which cannot be matched to any query nodes (Line 2-6).
Upon completion of this task, there still exists a large set of irrelevant node
candidates which cannot contribute to subgraph matching solutions. The sec-
ond task continues pruning this collection by calling the refining function re-
fine node candidates. In such a function, candidate sets of query nodes are re-
cursively refined until no more can be pruned. The joining phase then finds the
candidates of all data edges (Line 8-9) and merges them to produce the final
subgraph matching results (Line 10).
Query Plan Generation: generate query plan procedure is used to create
a good node order for the main searching task. It first picks a query node which
potentially contributes to minimizing the sizes of candidate sets of query nodes
and edges. The number of candidates at the beginning is unknown, so we can
estimate it using a node ranking function f(u) = deg(u)freq(u.label) [10, 25], where
deg(u) is the degree of a query node u and freq(u.label) is the number of data
nodes having the same label as u. The score function prefers lower frequencies
and higher degrees. Once the first node is chosen, the generate query plan follows
its neighborhood to find the next node which is unselected and connected to at
least one node in the node order. The process terminates once all query nodes
are chosen.
Fig. 5. Collect candidate nodes of ?a
The Filtering Phase: The purpose of this phase is to reduce the num-
ber of node candidates, resulting in a decrease in edge candidates, along with
the running time of the joining phase. The filtering phase consists of two tasks:
initializing node candidates and refining node candidates. In order to maintain
the candidate sets of query nodes, for each query node u we use a boolean
array, c set[u], which has the length of |V ′|. If v ∈ V ′ is a candidate of u, iden-
tify node candidates sets the value of c set[u][v] to true. The filter neighbor candidates
function, however, will suffer from a low occupancy problem since only threads
associated with true elements of c set[u] are functional while the other threads
are idle. To deal with the problem, collect node candidates collects true ele-
ments of c set[u] into an array c array[u] by adopting a stream compaction
algorithm [12] to gather elements with the true values in c set[u] to the output
array c array[u]. The algorithm employs a prefix scan to calculate the output
addresses and to support writing of the results in parallel. The example of col-
lecting candidate nodes of ?a is depicted in Figure 5. By taking advantage of
c array, candidate nodes v9, v10 can easily be mapped to consecutive active
threads. As a result, our method achieves a high occupancy.
After that the filter neighbor candidates function will filter the candidates of
nodes adjacent to u based on c array[u]. Inspired by the warp-based methods
used in BFS algorithms for GPUs [14], we assign to each warp a candidate node
u′ ∈ c array[u]. Within the warp, consecutive threads find the candidates of v ∈
adj(u) in adj(u′). This method takes advantage of coalesced access as the nodes
of adj(u′) are stored next to each other in memory. It also addresses the warp
divergence problem since threads within the warp execute similar operations.
Thus, our method efficiently deals with the workload imbalance problem between
Fig. 6. Filter candidates of ?b based on candidate set of ?a
threads in a warp. Figure 6 shows an example of filtering candidate nodes of ?b
based on the candidate set of ?a, C(?a) = {v9, v10}.
If a data node has an exceptionally large degree compared to the others, our
algorithm deals with it by using an entire block instead of a warp. This solution
reduces the workload imbalance between warps within the block.
The Joining Phase: Based on the candidate sets of query nodes, col-
lect edge candidates function collects the edge candidates individually. The rou-
tine of the function is similar to filter neighbor candidates, but it inserts an
additional portion of writing obtained edge candidates. In order to output the
candidates to an array, we employ the two-step output scheme [13] to find offsets
of the outputs in the array and then write them to the corresponding positions.
combine edge candidates merges candidate edges using a warp-centric approach
to produce the final subgraph matching solutions. The threads within the warp
i should share the partial solution, called Mi(q), and access them frequently.
We thus store and maintain Mi(q) in the shared memory instead of the device
memory, which efficiently hides the memory stalls.
Issues with large-scale common-sense reasoning: Despite the fact the
algorithm can deal with subgraph matching on general graphs efficiently, there
still remain a number of issues for applying the approach to common-sense rea-
soning, specifically: 1) Unlike query graphs in general subgraph matching prob-
lems, common-sense query graphs contain concept nodes and variable nodes. We
only need to find the matches of nodes in a subset of variable nodes, termed pro-
jection; 2) Many common-sense knowledge graphs contain millions to billions of
nodes and edges. These huge graphs cannot be stored on the memory of a single
GPU device. We may thus have to use main memory and even a hard-disk, if
necessary, as the main storage of knowledge graphs.
To overcome these issues, the next section introduces a graph compression
method to decrease the size of data graphs. Following this, we describe the
complete implementation of our method and a series of optimization techniques
to enhance the performance of common-sense reasoning.
5 Multi-level Graph Compression
Due to the large size of the data graph, it cannot be maintained within the
memory of a single GPU device. The next oﬄine computation aims to reduce
the data graph size such that we can fit it into GPU memory while still preserving
the subgraph matching solutions of any query graphs in the original data graph.
In a random labeled graph, the distribution of nodes and edges are unpredictable.
However, a common-sense knowledge graph contains a lot of similar nodes which
share the same group of nodes in their adjacency lists. For example, v0 and v1
of the data graphs in Figure 2 are similar nodes they have the same adjacency
list. As a result, the two nodes play the same role in the data graphs and can be
combined into one hyper-node.
Based on the above observation, we apply a multi-level compression technique
to compress the data graph. During the graph compressing process, a sequence of
smaller graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei) are constructed from the original graph G = (V,E).
At each level i, similar nodes are combined to form a weighted node which is
defined later. The set of nodes which are combined into the weighted node u
after i levels called the mapping list of u, denoted as M(u). The compressing
task terminates when the size of Gi is small enough to be maintained in GPU
memory, as depicted in Figure 7. The final mapping lists are stored in main
memory. At each label i, graph Gi is a weighted graph which is defined as
follows:
Fig. 7. Multi-level graph compression
Definition 4. A weighted graph at level i is a 5-tuple Gi = (Vi, Ei, L, l, w)
where Vi is the set of nodes, Ei is the set of edges, L is the set of labels, l is
a labeling function that maps each node to a label in L and w is a weighting
function that maps each node or edge to an integer value.
Each weighted node u ∈ Vi is a combination of p, q ∈ Vi−1 and w(u) =
max(|{adj(x) ⋂ (M(p) ⋃ M(q)) | x ∈ M(p) ⋃ M(q)}|). Generally, the weight
of node u is the maximum degree among nodes in the graph constructed by
M(p)
⋃
M(q).
For each weighted edge (u, v) starting from u, if v ∈ Vi is a combination of
n,m ∈ Vi−1 then w(u, v) = max(w(p, n), w(q, n)) + max(w(p,m), w(q,m)). Note
the initial weight of all edges in the original graph is 1.
An edge to/from v is called a common edge two nodes u1 and u2 if there
exists two edges (u1, v) and (u2, v) such that l(u1, v) = l(u2, v) = lu, denoted
as e(lu, v). In the Figure 2, e(r0, v2) is a common edge of v0 and v1. The list of
common edges between u1 and u2 is denoted as common(u1, u2).
Given a user-defined threshold δ such that 0 < δ ≤ 1, u and v are called sim-
ilar nodes if max(|adj(u)|/|common(u, v)|, |adj(v)|/|common(u, v)|) ≥ δ. These
similar nodes, thus, can be combined into a hyper-node in the next graph com-
pression level. By using δ, we can easily adjust the ratio of graph compression
at each level.
Weighted Nodes Mapping List
u′0 v0, v1
u′1 v2
u′2 v3
u′3 v4
u′4 v5
u′5 v6, v7
u′6 v8
u′7 v9, v10
u′8 v11
Table 3. Mapping list of nodes Fig. 8. A sample weighted data graph
Assume that the data graph is the common-sense knowledge graph in Fig-
ure 2. After the first level of data graph compression with δ of 1, we obtain a
sample weighted data graph G1 as in Figure 8. Each node is presented as a circle
with a label and a weight. At this level, we combine the following pairs of nodes
into weighted nodes: (v0, v1), (v6, v7), (v9, v10). The mapping lists of nodes in
G1 are illustrated in Table 3. For the real common-sense knowledge graph, i.e.
SenticNet, the compression ratio is illustrated in Table 4. The ratio is calculated
as the total number of nodes and edges of the compressed graph divided by that
of the original graph.
Level Threshole δ Ratio
1 0.8 61.4%
2 0.7 46.2%
3 0.7 32.2%
Table 4. Compression ratio of SenticNet
The weighted graph Gw, which is obtained after reducing the size of the
original data graph, is used for checking subgraph matching solutions of given
query graphs. Due to the differences in graph structures of Gw and the original
data graph G, we can re-define candidates (or matches) of a query node, as
follows:
Definition 5. Given a query graph Q = (V,E, L, l) and a weighted data graph
Gw = (Vw, Ew, Lw, lw, w), a node v ∈ Vw is considered as a candidate of a node
u ∈ V if l(u) = lw(v), degree(u) ≤ w(v) +
∑
w(v,z) where z ∈ adj(v), denoted
as weight(z).
For example, node u′7 is a candidate of ?a in the query graph in Figure‘3
since degree(?a) = 2 which is smaller than w(u′7) + w(u
′
7, u
′
4) + w(u
′
7, u
′
8) = 2.
Similarly, u′1 and u
′
3 are also candidate nodes of ?a.
Theorem 1. Given a query graph Q = (Vq, Eq), a data graph G = (V,E) and
a weighted graph Gw = (Vw, Ew) which is the compression result of G. If a node
v ∈ V is a candidate of node u ∈ Vq then node x ∈ Vw such that v ∈ M(x) is
also a candidate of u.
Proof. We need to prove two conditions: 1) u, v, and x have the same label
because v is a candidate of u and v ∈ M(x). 2) Based on the definition of
weighted graphs, we can see that degree(v) ≤ w(x) +∑ w(x,z) where z ∈ adj(x)
or weight(x). Therefore, degree(u) ≤ weight(x). As a result, x is a candidate of
u.
Theorem 2. For each node u ∈ Vq, if node z ∈Ww is not a match of u in any
subgraph matching solution of Q in Gw then all nodes v ∈M(z) are not matches
of u in any subgraph matching solution of Q in G.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a node v ∈ Q
which is in a subgraph matching solution of Q in G, but node z is such that
v ∈M(z) is not. According to the definition of the above subgraph isomorphism,
there is an injective function f: Vq → V such that ∀ (x, y) ∈ Eq, (f(x), f(y)) ∈
E, l(x) = l(f(x)), l(y) = l(f(y)), and v = f(u). We can see that ∀ (a, b) ∈ E,
a ∈M(p), b ∈M(q), (p, q) ∈ Ew. Let a function g: Vq → Vw such that ∀ x ∈ Vq.
x ∈ M(g(x)). Clearly, f ◦ g is a subgraph isomorphism from Q to Gw and
z = f ◦ g(u). This contradicts that z is not in any subgraph matching solution.
6 GpSense
Based on the multi-level graph compression method introduced in the previous
section, we propose a complete algorithm for subgraph matching on large-scale
common-sense knowledge graphs using GPUs. Figure 9 gives us an overview of
the proposed method, termed GpSense, for subgraph matching on large common-
sense graphs, which cannot fit the global memory of a single GPU device, using
both GPUs and CPUs. Rectangles denote tasks while the others represent data
structures used in the method.
Our GpSense subgraph matching solution comprises two separate tasks: an
oﬄine task containing graph compression, and online query answering. Initially,
the data graph G is stored in the main memory due to its large size. For oﬄine
processes, we start by creating a data structure for the input data graph, as
described in Section 4. The data graph can be maintained in a hard-disk or main
Fig. 9. GpSense overview
memory depending on the size of the data graph and main memory. Assuming
we use main memory as the storage of the created index, we then compress the
data graph using a multiple-level approach until the obtained graph G′ can fit
into GPU memory. All mapping lists are also maintained in the main memory.
The compressed data graph G′ , then, is transferred to GPU memory and stored
for GPU execution.
In the online query answering task, after receiving a graph query Q, GpSense
generates a query plan for the input query graph. The obtained query plan
is then transferred to GPU memory. Following this, our method applies the
Algorithm 1 on the weighted graph achieved by the graph compression step,
to find the subgraph matching results on the GPU. If no solution is found, we
can conclude there is no subgraph matching solution from Q to G. Otherwise,
based on the achieved solutions and the in-memory mapping lists, we continue
searching for the final subgraph matching solutions of Q in G.
Algorithm 1, however, is designed for solving the subgraph matching on a
general graph. In order to adapt the algorithm to common-sense reasoning, we
introduce some optimization techniques to enhance the performance of GpSense
on large-scale common-sense knowledge graphs as follows:
Modify the query plan based on the properties of common-sense queries.
First, unlike query graphs in general subgraph matching problems, common-
sense query graphs contain concept nodes and variable nodes. We only need
to find the matches of nodes in a subset of variable nodes, termed projection.
Second, nodes of a common-sense knowledge graph are not labelled, but mapped
to node IDs. Therefore, the frequency of a concept node in a query is 1 and that
of a variable node is equal to the number of data nodes. As a result, the ranking
function used for choosing the node visiting order cannot work for common-sense
subgraph matching.
Based on the above observations, we can make a modification to generate
the node order as follows: we prefer picking a concept node u with the maximum
degrees as the first node in the order. By choosing u, we can minimize the
candidates of variable nodes connected to u. The next query node v will be
selected if v is connected to u and the adjacency list of v consists of the maximum
number of nodes which is not in the order among the remaining nodes. We
continue the process until edges connected to nodes in the node order can cover
the query graph.
Use both incoming and outgoing graph representations: An incoming
graph is built based on the incoming edges to the nodes while an outgoing graph
is based on the outgoing edges from the nodes. The representation of common-
sense graph in Figure 4 is an example of outgoing graph representation. Given
a query graph in Figure 3, we assume using only an outgoing graph as the data
graph. Based on the above query plan generator, node v4 is the first node in the
order. We then filter the candidates of ?b based on v4. Since ?b does not have any
outgoing edges, we have to pick ?a as the next node and find its candidates by
scanning all the data graphs. There are however, some issues with this approach:
1) We need to spend time to scan all the data graph nodes. 2) The number of
candidates can be very large as the filtering condition is weak. To overcome this
problem, we use an incoming graph along with the given outgoing graph. By
using the additional graph, candidates of ?a can be easily filtered based on the
candidate set of ?b. The number of candidates of ?a, therefore, is much smaller
than that in the previous approach. Consequently, GpSense can reduce many
of the intermediate results during execution, which is a key challenge for GPU
applications.
Only use one-time refinement: Ideally, the optimal candidate sets of
query nodes are obtained when the refinement is recursively invoked until no
candidate is removed from the candidate sets. However, our experiments show
most irrelevant candidates are pruned in the first round. The later rounds do
not prune out many candidates, but lead to inefficiency and reduce the overall
performance. Also, we observe that if the node visiting order is reversed during
the refinement, GpSense is more efficient in terms of minimizing the intermediate
data, as well as in improving performance.
7 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of GpSense in comparison with state-of-the-art
subgraph matching algorithms, including VF2 [9], QuickSI (QSI) [24], GraphQL
(GQL) [13] and TurboISO [10]. The experiments are conducted on SenticNet and
its extensions [22, 23]. The query graphs are extracted from the data graph by
picking a node in SenticNet and following breadth first search (BFS) to select
other nodes. We choose nodes in the dense area of SenticNet to ensure the
obtained queries are not just trees.
The runtime of the CPU-based algorithms is measured using an Intel Core
i7-870 2.93 GHz CPU with 8GB of memory. Our GPU algorithms are tested
using the CUDA Toolkit 6.0 running on NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU with 3 GB
global memory and 48 KB shared memory per Stream Multiprocessor. For each
of those tests, we execute 100 different queries and record the average elapsed
time. In all experiments, algorithms terminate only when all subgraph matching
solutions are found.
Fig. 10. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
7.1 Comparison with state-of-the-art CPU algorithms
The first set of experiments is to evaluate the performance of GpSense on Sen-
ticNet and compare it with state-of-the-art algorithms. SenticNet is a common-
sense knowledge graph of about 100,000 nodes, which is primarily used for sen-
timent analysis [2]. In this experiment, we extract subsets of SenticNet with the
size varying from 10,000 to 100,000 nodes. All the data graphs can fit into GPU
memory. The query graphs contain 6 nodes.
Figure 10 shows that GpSense clearly outperforms VF2, QuickSI and GraphQL.
Compared to TurboISO, our GPU-based algorithm obtains similar performance
when the size of the data graphs is relatively small (i.e., 10,000 nodes). However,
when the size of data graphs increases, GpSense is more efficient than TurboISO.
Figure 11a shows the performance results of GpSense and TurboISO on the
query graphs whose numbers of nodes vary from 6 to 14. Figure 11b shows their
performance results when the node degree increases from 8 to 24, where the
number of query nodes is fixed to 10. As can be seen in the two figures, the
performance of TurboISO drops significantly while that of GpSense does not.
This may be due to the number of recursive calls of TurboISO growing ex-
ponentially with respect to the size of query graphs and the degree of the data
graph. In contrast, GpSense, with a large number of parallel threads, can han-
dle multiple candidate nodes and edges at the same time, thus its performance
remains stable.
(a) Varying query sizes (b) Varying average degrees
Fig. 11. Comparison with TurboISO
7.2 Effect of Optimization Techniques
Here, we carry out a series of experiments to demonstrate improvements of the
proposed refinement function. Figure 12a shows a comparison between GpSM
with and without the Candidates Refinement function in terms of average elapsed
time. We compare four different versions of GpSense. The first version imple-
ments the refinement function until convergence. The second version is identical
to the first apart from reversing the node visit order after the candidates set?s
initialization. The third version stops refining after the first round, and also re-
verses the node visit order. The fourth version does not employ the refinement
function. As shown in Figure 12a, the response time is faster when using reversed
node visiting order, compared to the original order, and the GpSense with a
limited number of iterations (i.e. the 3rd version) exhibits the best performance
among the four implemented versions.
Figure 12b illustrates the effect of optimization techniques for refinement
and two-data graphs utilization. In terms of intermediate results size, when the
size of query graph is 20 nodes, the amount of memory that GpSense needs to
maintain the intermediate results, without use of these techniaues, is up to 150
times more than GpSense using refinement and two-data graphs utilization.
(a) Refinement runing time (b) Intermediate results reduction
Fig. 12. Effect of optimization techniques
7.3 Scalability Test
We tested GpSense’s scalability against ConceptNet. The number of data nodes
varies from 100,000 to 200 million nodes. The data graph is stored as follows:
When the data graph is small, i.e., from 100,000 to 20 million nodes, we store it
in the GPU global memory. If the node number of the data graph is between 20
million and 200 million, CPU memory is used to maintain the data graph. The
number of query nodes is 6.
Fig. 13. Scalability tests
When the data graph size is 20 million nodes, we perform two experiments.
The first maintains the whole data graph in GPU memory and the second uses
CPU memory. As shown in Figure 13, the second experiment answers subgraph
matching queries slower than the first experiment, due to the time taken for data
transfer from CPU memory to GPU memory.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced an efficient GPU-friendly method for answering
subgraph matching queries over large-scale common-sense KBs. Our proposed
method, GpSense, is based on a filtering-and-joining approach which is shown
to be suitable for execution on massively parallel GPU architectures. Along with
efficient GPU techniques of coalescence, warp-based and shared memory utiliza-
tion, GpSense provides a series of optimization techniques which contribute to
enhancing the performance of subgraph matching-based common-sense reason-
ing tasks. We also present a multi-level graph compression method to reduce the
size of data graphs which cannot fit into GPU memory, but still preserve query
answering correctness. Simulation results show that our method outperforms
state-of-the-art backtracking-based algorithms on CPUs, and can efficiently an-
swer subgraph matching queries on large-scale common-sense KBs. For future
work, GpSense will be exploited to enable real-time implementation of our newly
proposed multi-modal NLP and Big Data sentiment analysis approaches [20, 3].
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